
Abstract. The interaction of ultrashort light pulses with matter
is accompanied by a variety of new phenomena involving Raman
scattering due to vibrational and rotational modes of molecules,
electronic states of atoms and ions, and phonons in solids. These
effects offer unique opportunities for an all-optical detection of
ultrafast processes on the femto- and attosecond time scales,
efficient spectral and temporal transformation of ultrashort
field waveforms, and the highly sensitive microscopy of physi-
cal, chemical, and biological objects.

1. Introduction

The discovery of Raman scattering had a tremendous impact
on the natural sciences. Observation of this effect was viewed
as one of the most convincing proofs of the validity of
quantum theory. The Raman effect provides a powerful tool
for optical spectroscopy. Over the past eight decades, spectro-
scopic techniques based on Raman scattering have been
successfully used for the identification of the composition

and spatial structure of physical, chemical, and biological
objects. Exactly 80 years ago, only two years after the
publication of the results of pioneering experiments on the
Raman effect by Mandelstam, Landsberg, Raman, and
Krishnan [1±5], one of the authors of this great discovery
(C V Raman) was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics 1930.
The history of the discovery of the Raman effect has been the
subject of extensive, illuminating literature [6±8].

With the advent of lasers, stimulated [9, 10] and coherent
[11, 12] regimes of Raman scattering became feasible.
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) has been widely used
since then for the creation of efficient frequency converters
[12, 13] and compact fiber lasers [14]. This phenomenon can
provide a selective excitation of quantum states in atomic and
molecular systems [15, 16] and allows the efficient generation
of broadband radiation and few-cycle light pulses [17±19].

Spectroscopic methods based on coherent Raman scat-
tering, including coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) [11, 12, 20, 21], have found extensive applications
in studies of the structure of molecules, intermolecular
interactions, chemical reactions, and energy transfer and
relaxation in molecular systems, as well as the diagnostics
of flames, ionized gases, and plasmas [20±25]. Coherent
Raman scattering is at the heart of the recently developed
novel method of chemically selective, marker-free, high-
resolution microscopy, which is finding rapidly growing
applications in the studies of structurally complex objects
and biological systems [26, 27]. Much research is currently
focused on identifying ways of applying CARS techniques
for the standoff detection of potentially hazardous chemical
and biological agents [28±31].
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The wide adoption of quantum concepts in the early 20th
century, including the quantum picture of light±matter
interaction, has facilitated the correct understanding of
experimental studies on Raman scattering as a new method
of spectroscopy. One century later, a present generation of
optical quantum sources enables implementation of novel
regimes of Raman scattering involving extremely short light
pulses. These regimes offer unique options for the investiga-
tion of ultrafast processes on the femto- and attosecond time
scales, efficient spectral and temporal transformation of
ultrashort field waveforms, and highly sensitive microscopy
of physical, chemical, and biological objects. Here, we
provide an overview of this rapidly growing field of optical
physics. In what follows, we will consider the properties of
Raman scattering by rotational and vibrational modes of
molecular gases, optical phonons in solids, and the electronic
states of atoms, ions, and molecules. We will review coherent
and stimulated Raman scattering methods for the analysis of
ultrafast processes in molecular and atomic systems on the
femto- and attosecond time scales. We will also discuss
Raman-effect-based techniques for the synthesis of extre-
mely short light pulses, including few-cycle optical field
waveforms and attosecond pulses.

2. Nonlinear-optical response
and nonlinear-optical susceptibility

In standard spectroscopic schemes, Raman scattering gives
rise to spectral sidebands shifted relative to the frequency of
exciting radiation (pump) by the frequency O of the relevant
Raman-active vibrational, rotational, librational, or excited
optical phonon mode. Detection of Raman sidebands in the
spectra of scattered radiation helps in identifying the chemical
composition of gasmixtures and liquids, in understanding the
kinetics of energy transfer in molecules and molecular
aggregates, and in the study of the spatial structure of solids,
including the analysis of quantum-size effects in nanostruc-
tured materials [13, 20±25, 32].

High-power laser radiation can amplify the Raman
sidebands, giving rise to stimulated Raman scattering [10,
12]. Coherent excitation of Raman-active modes with a
biharmonic pump or broadband optical field whose band-
width Do exceeds O underlies the CARS technique for the
local diagnostics of gases, plasmas, fluids, and solids. It also
enables the coherent control of quantum processes in atomic
and molecular systems [13, 20±25]. The Raman scattering of
ultrashort light pulses is responsible for the emergence of new
phenomena allowing a high-efficiency frequency transforma-
tion of ultrashort optical pulses and enabling a synthesis of
few-cycle field waveforms [17, 18, 33±36]. Raman scattering
can also give rise to a continuous downshift of the carrier
frequency of an ultrashort light pulse, as part of its
propagation dynamics in a nonlinear medium [14, 37±39].

To identify the general tendencies in the evolution of an
ultrashort light pulse related to the nonlinear Raman effect,
we consider the properties of the third-order nonlinear
polarization induced by a light field in a medium:

Pnl�t� �
�1
0

�1
0

�1
0

w �3��t1; t2; t3�E1�tÿ t1�E2�tÿ t2�

� E3�tÿ t3� dt1 dt2 dt3 : �1�

Here, E1; 2; 3�Z� are the light fields which generally have
different carrier frequencies o1, o2, and o3, temporal

envelopes, propagation directions, initial phases, and polar-
ization states; w �3��t1; t2; t3� is the third-order nonlinear-
optical response of the medium, which is related to the
third-order nonlinear-optical susceptibility w �3��o1;o2;o3�
through a Fourier transform:

w �3��o1;o2;o3� /
�1
0

�1
0

�1
0

w �3��t1; t2; t3�

� exp
�
i�o1t1 � o2t2 � o3t3�

�
dt1 dt2 dt3 : �2�

Because of the highmobility of electrons, the inertia of the
electronic part of the nonlinear-optical response can manifest
itself only in very special regimes of interaction of ultrashort
light pulses with matter, e.g., in the regime of multiphoton
absorption. In the transparency range, the electronic non-
linearity can be usually treated as noninertial, with the
electronic part of the nonlinear polarization instantaneously
following the driving field:

w �3�K �t1; t2; t3� � w0 d�t1� d�t2� d�t3� ; �3�
Pnl�t� � wK E1�t�E2�t�E3�t� : �4�

In the spectral representation, the approximation speci-
fied by Eqn (3) corresponds to a purely nonresonant,
nondispersive (i.e., frequency-independent) nonlinear sus-
ceptibility

w �3�K �o1;o2;o3� / wK : �5�

Nonlinearity of this type is often referred to as Kerr
nonlinearity.

Raman scattering effects accompany the interaction of
light with particles or quasiparticles (atoms, molecules,
molecular aggregates, phonons) whose nonlinear-optical
response is much more inertial than the electronic optical
nonlinearity. When the frequencies o1, o2, and o3 of optical
fields involved in a nonlinear-optical process lie far away
from one-photon non-Raman multiphoton resonances of a
quantum system, the nonlinear-optical process giving rise to
the anti-Stokes signal at the frequency oa � o1 ÿ o2 � o3

with a Raman type resonance o1 ÿ o2 � O (Fig. 1) is
governed by the following cubic susceptibility:

w �3�R �t1; t2; t3� � wR�t1� d�t1 ÿ t2� d�t3� : �6�

Substituting Eqn (6) into Eqn (1) and integrating over t1
and t3, we derive the following expression for the nonlinear
polarization:

Pnl�t� � E3�t�
�1
0

wR�t1�E1�tÿ t1�E2�tÿ t1� dt1 : �7�

The Fourier transform of formula (6) gives a nonlinear-
optical susceptibility depending only on the frequency
difference o1 ÿ o2:

w �3�R �o1;ÿo2;o3� /
�1
0

�1
0

�1
0

w �3�R �t1; t2; t3�

� exp
�
i�o1t1 ÿ o2t2 � o3t3�

�
dt1 dt2 dt3

�
�1
0

wR�t1� exp
�
i�o1 ÿ o2� t1

�
dt1 � wR�o1 ÿ o2� : �8�
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The spectrum of the nonlinear susceptibility wR�o1 ÿ o2�
and its quantitative parameters (including the linewidth and
the response time) are defined by the specific form of wR�t1�.
In particular, wR�t1� preset in the form of a damped harmonic
oscillator corresponds to a Raman resonance with a Lor-
entzian line shape.

Physically, approximation (6) implies that the nonreso-
nant optical response of the system can be considered
instantaneous on the time scale defined by the pulse
widths of the optical fields and the response time of the
resonant part of nonlinear-optical susceptibility. In accor-
dance with the uncertainty principle, the ratio between the
response times of the resonant and nonresonant nonlinear-
optical responses depends on the detuning of optical
frequencies from the frequencies of quantum states (see
Fig. 1). For the majority of Raman-active materials, this
ratio may vary from two±three up to six±eight orders of
magnitude. Delaying an ultrashort probe pulse by a time
td � 10 fs is typically sufficient to substantially (by several
orders of magnitude) suppress the contribution from the
nonresonant part of medium polarization to the coherent
Raman signal [22].

Formulas (3)±(5) introduce standard approximations
conventionally used to describe transformations of optical
pulses due to theKerr effect. Off the edges of the transparency
range (i.e., far from the UV absorption lines of atomic gases
and the band gap of dielectric materials), these approxima-
tions provide an adequate description of Kerr-effect-induced
nonlinear-optical processes, even for pulse widths close to the
optical field cycle T0. However, for narrow-gap semiconduc-
tors, such as silicon, or strongly excited gas media, the
approximations given by Eqns (3)±(5) may fail for pulse
widths approaching T0. For such materials, the character-
istic response time of Kerr nonlinearity is controlled by the
frequency detuning of optical pulses from the edge of the
transparency range [40].

3. The quantum picture: Raman scattering
as a tool for attosecond spectrochronography

Representation of the nonlinear-optical response in the form
of a product of delta functions in formulas (3) and (6) is, of
course, a mathematical idealization. For the nonlinear
Raman effect, such a model, as can be seen from expression
(8), leads to a nonlinear-optical susceptibility that depends
only on the frequency difference o1 ÿ o2 and does not
depend on any of the individual frequencies o1, o2, or o3.
The limitations of such an approximation and the physical
meaning of the dependence of the nonlinear susceptibility w �3�R

on the frequencies o1, o2, and o3 become clear in the
framework of the quantum theory of Raman scattering,
which treats the coherent Raman effect as a result of the
interaction of optical fields with eigenstates of a quantum
system (see Fig. 1). The quantummodel leads to the following
expression [10, 12] for the third-order nonlinear-optical
susceptibility corresponding to coherent Raman scattering
through a transition between quantum states with energies
Ek � �hok and Eg � �hog (see Fig. 1), so that ok ÿ og �
O � o1 ÿ o2:

w �3��oa � o1 ÿ o2 � o3�

/
X
j l

mg j mjk mkl mgl
�ojg ÿ oa�

ÿ
okg ÿ �o1 ÿ o2�

��olg ÿ o1�
: �9�

Here, mg j, mjk, mkl, and mgl are thematrix elements of the dipole
moments for the g! j, j! k, k! l, and l! g transitions,
respectively; ojg and olg are the frequencies of the g! j and
l! g transitions, and okg � O is the frequency of the g! k
Raman transition (see Fig. 1).

For coherent Raman scattering of ultrashort (i.e., broad-
band) light pulses under review, it is instructive to use
Eqns (7)±(9) and represent the nonlinear polarization
induced in the medium by optical fields as [41]

Pnl�oa� /
�1
0

E1�o 0� do 0

�
�1
0

E �2 �o 0 ÿ o 00�E3�oa ÿ o 00�
�Oÿ o 00� � iG

do 00 ; �10�

where E1; 2; 3�o� are the spectra of the optical fields, and G is
the linewidth of the Raman-active transition. Expression (10)
provides an accurate description of coherent Raman spectra
in the regime of ultrashort pulses, including the Raman
scattering of pulses with complicated and rapidly varying
phase profiles [13, 41].

Expression (9) clearly demonstrate the dependence of the
nonlinear Raman susceptibility w �3�R on the frequency detun-
ings of optical fields from the frequencies of quantum states.
In accordance with the uncertainty principle, DEDt5 �h, the
frequency detunings Doj � ojg ÿ oa and Dol � olg ÿ o1,
appearing in expression (9), define the upper-bound limits
Dtj 4 �Doj�ÿ1 and Dtl 4 �Dol�ÿ1 for excitation times of the
energy states contributing to coherent Raman scattering as
virtual levels (see Fig. 1). Since the time intervals Dtj and Dtl
are small, Raman light scattering can be employed to retrieve
the information on the ultrafast evolution of the wave
function of an excited quantum system. Indeed, methods of
Raman X-ray scattering, implemented with the use of
synchrotron sources, provide information on the wave-
packet dynamics of electronically excited molecular states

O

k

l

j

g

oao1 o2 o3

Figure 1.Diagram of the four-photon process involving nonlinear Raman

scattering. The light fields with frequencies o1 (pump) and o2 (Stokes

field) resonantly drive the Raman-active mode with the frequency O
related to the g! k quantum transition. The probe field with the

frequency o3 is scattered off the coherence induced by the pump and

Stokes fields. The anti-Stokes signal with the frequency oa �
o1 ÿ o2 � o3 generated as a result of this nonlinear-optical process can

provide spectroscopic information about the system, enable time-resolved

studies of its dynamics, and allow a high-resolution chemically selective

analysis of the spatial structure of an object.
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with attosecond time resolution [42]. For a broad class of
organic dyes with a characteristic red edge of absorption band
near 350 nm, excited by infrared (IR) radiation of commonly
used femtosecond lasers (at 800 nm in the case of a
Ti:sapphire laser, and 1.25 mm in the case of a Cr:forsterite
laser), the response times Dtj and Dtl fall within the range
from 250 to 300 as (1 as � 10ÿ18 s). When the frequencies of
optical fields are chosen close to the frequencies of the
relevant energy states, enhancement of coherent Raman
scattering, as can be seen from Eqn (9), is achieved at the
expense of increased excitation times of the quantum states
involved in the Raman scattering process (virtual states in
Fig. 1) and stronger inertia of the Raman response of the
system [40].

4. Phase matching

The efficiency of energy transfer from laser fields to the signal
of coherent Raman light scattering is limited by phase
mismatch between the wave of nonlinear polarization Pnl

and the field generated through coherent Raman scattering
[10, 12]. For the process responsible for generating an anti-
Stokes signal at the central frequency oa � o1 ÿ o2 � o3 in
optical fields with central frequencies o1, o2, and o3, the
phase mismatch controlling the efficiency of coherent Raman
scattering is written out as

Dj � ja ÿ jp � ja ÿ j1 � j2 ÿ j3 ;

where ja is the phase of the anti-Stokes field, jp is the phase
of the nonlinear polarization wave, and j1; 2; 3 are the phases
of the laser fields with the frequencies o1; 2; 3.

The phase mismatch Dj can be represented as a sum
Dj � Djd � Djg � Djnl, where Djd is the phase mismatch
due to matter dispersion (frequency dependence of the
refractive index), and Djg and Djnl include geometric and
nonlinear (intensity-dependent) phase shifts for the fields
involved in the nonlinear-optical process. For plane waves,
the phase mismatch induced by the dispersion of the medium
is given by

Djd � cÿ1�oana ÿ o1n1 � o2n2 ÿ o3n3� ;

where na and n1; 2; 3 are the refractive indices of the medium at
the frequencies oa and o1; 2; 3.

The maximum coupling between the optical fields
involved in the nonlinear-optical process and, consequently,
the highest efficiency of coherent Raman signal generation
are achieved in the phase-matching regime, when Dj � 0.
This phase-matching condition can be commonly satisfied
[13] through an appropriate choice of a noncollinear beam
geometry of the nonlinear-optical interaction or through the
compensation for the material part of the phase mismatch
Djd by the geometric phase Djg. A broad class of guided-
wave nonlinear-optical processes can be phase-matched by
using dispersion of waveguide modes [14]. Dispersion profiles
of these modes can be tailored through waveguide structure
engineering [43]. With this approach, nonlinear-optical
processes can be phase-matched within a broad range of
frequencies, enabling highly efficient frequency conversion of
ultrashort laser pulses [44, 45]. For certain dispersion profiles,
the phase mismatch Djnl induced by the nonlinear phase shift
can give rise to modulation instabilities of optical fields [14],
allowing controlled transformations of the spectrum and
temporal envelope of ultrashort light pulses [13].

5. Evolution of ultrashort optical pulses
in a Raman-active medium

Analysis of the nonlinear phase shift is the key to under-
standing a broad class of nonlinear-optical processes invol-
ving ultrashort light pulses, including self- and cross-phase
modulation, solitonic effects, and modulation instabilities. In
nonlinear Raman scattering, analysis of a nonlinear phase
shift becomes especially important when the bandwidths of
optical fields become comparable to or larger than the
frequencies of Raman-active modes.

An ultrashort optical pulse propagating in a medium with
both Kerr and Raman optical nonlinearities [see Eqns (3) and
(6)] experiences a nonlinear phase shift [14, 46]:

j�Z; z� � ÿk0n2z
� Z

ÿ1
I�x�R�Zÿ x� dx ; �11�

where k0 � 2p=l, l is the central wavelength of the light pulse,
n2 � �2p=n0�2w �3��o;ÿo;o� is the nonlinear refractive index
of the medium, n0 is the refractive index of the medium in the
absence of the light field, z is the propagation coordinate, Z is
the retarded time (i.e., the time in the frame of reference
moving with the group velocity of the light pulse), I�Z� is the
temporal profile of the field intensity, and

R�y� � �1ÿ fR� d�y� � fRH�y� �12�

is the nonlinear-optical response of the medium [47, 48]. The
delta-function term in expression (12) describes the instanta-
neousKerr type nonlinearity [cf. expression (3)]. The retarded
part of the nonlinear-optical response is described by the
function H�y�, which is related to the nonlinear-optical
susceptibility wR�o1 ÿ o2�, defined by formula (6), by the
expression [47, 48]

H�y� /
�1
ÿ1

wR�o� exp �ÿioy� do :

The weighting factor fR is introduced to quantify the fraction
of retarded nonlinearity in the overall nonlinear-optical
response of the medium.

Substituting Eqn (12) into Eqn (11), we find

j�Z; z� � jK�Z; z� � jR�Z; z� ; �13�

where

jK�Z; z� � ÿk0n2z�1ÿ fR� I�Z� ; �14�

jR�Z; z� � ÿk0n2zfR
� Z

ÿ1
I�x�H�Zÿ x� dx : �15�

Formula (14) gives a standard expression for the non-
linear phase shift related to the instantaneous Kerr type
optical nonlinearity. The phase shift jK scales linearly with
the nonlinear refractive index n2, the interaction length z,
and the peak intensity I0, with I�Z� � I0c�Z�, and c�Z� being
the unity-normalized temporal intensity profile. Around the
peak of a light pulse with an arbitrary temporal envelope,
the Taylor series expansion of the field intensity profile
yields

c�Z� � 1� 1

2

q2c
qZ 2

����
Z�0

Z 2 : �16�
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For this section of the pulse, the Kerr effect induces a
quadratic phase shift (a linear chirp), with the deviation
do�t� � o�t� ÿ o0 of the instantaneous frequency o�t� from
the central frequency o0 given by

doK�t� � qjK

qt
� ÿk0n2zI0�1ÿ fR� qc�Z�qZ

� k0n2zI0�1ÿ fR� q
2c
qZ 2

����
Z�0

Z : �17�

In a particular case of a Gaussian pulse

c�Z� � exp

�
ÿ Z 2

t 2p

�
; �18�

the Kerr-effect-induced phase shift (14) takes the form

jK�Z; z� � ÿk0n2z�1ÿ fR� I0 exp
�
ÿ Z 2

t 2p

�
: �19�

Around the peak of the light pulse, Z=tp 5 1, where c�Z� �
1ÿ Z 2=t 2p , we have

doK�t� � 2k0n2zI0�1ÿ fR� Z
t 2p

: �20�

Evaluation of the phase shift induced by the inertial
nonlinearity requires knowledge of the response function
H�x�. In a widely used model of nonlinear Raman scatter-
ing, the retarded part of optical nonlinearity is described as a
damped oscillator:

H�y� � t 21 � t 22
t1t 22

sin

�
y
t1

�
exp

�
ÿ y
t2

�
Y�t� ; �21�

where t1 � Oÿ1R , t2 is the decay time of the Raman-active
mode, and Y�t� is the Heaviside step function. The damped-
oscillator model (21) with different values of t1 and t2
parameters provides a reasonable approximation for the
description of different types of Raman-active systems, like
the molecular gases [49±51] (including atmospheric air),
semiconductor solids [52], and fused silica utilized in optical
fibers [14, 47, 48]. Below, we will discuss in greater detail the
physical content and limitations of the damped-oscillator
model in the case ofmolecular gases and solids (see Section 5).

In the case of a Gaussian pulse, the retarded nonlinearity
with the response function given by Eqn (21) gives rise to a
nonlinear phase shift [46]

jR�Z; z� � ÿk0n2zfRiI0
���
p
p
4

tp�t 21 � t 22 �
t1t 22

�
(
exp

�
t 2p
4

�
1

t2
ÿ 2Z

t 2p
� i

t1

�2�
erfc

�
tp
2

�
1

t2
ÿ 2Z

t 2p
� i

t1

��

ÿ exp

�
t 2p
4

�
1

t2
ÿ 2Z

t 2p
ÿ i

t1

�2�
erfc

�
tp
2

�
1

t2
ÿ 2Z

t 2p
ÿ i

t1

��)
;

�22�
where

erfc y � 1ÿ 2pÿ1=2
� y

0

exp �ÿx 2� dx :

For a weakly inertial response, with t1; t2 5 tp, an
asymptotical expression erfc z � zÿ1pÿ1=2 exp �ÿz 2�, which
is valid for large values of the argument, brings Eqn (22) to the

form

jR�Z; z� � ÿk0n2zfRI0 exp
�
ÿ Z 2

t 2p

��
1� 2m

Z
tp

�
; �23�

where a small parameter m � tÿ1p tÿ12 �tÿ21 � tÿ22 �ÿ1 has been
introduced.

As can be seen from expressions (19) and (23), a weak
inertia of the nonlinear-optical response in a linear approx-
imation in a small parameter m is included in the nonlinear
phase shift through a factor 1� 2mZ=tp. Around the peak of
the pulse, Z=tp 5 1, where c�Z� � 1ÿ Z 2=t 2p , this factor gives
rise to linear �/ m Z=tp� and cubic �/ m Z 3=t 3p � phase terms, in
addition to the quadratic phase / Z 2=t 2p , which also appears
in the expression for the Kerr-effect-related nonlinear phase.
The related frequency deviation around the peak of the pulse
takes on the form

doR�t� � 2k0n2zI0 fR

�
Z
t 2p
ÿ m
tp

�
1ÿ 3

Z 2

t 2p

��
: �24�

In addition to the linear chirp represented by the / Z=t 2p
term, formula (24) also includes small corrections, implying a
uniform frequency downshift / ÿm=tp and a quadratic chirp
/ �m=tp��Z=tp�2. Continuous red shifting of ultrashort pulses,
induced by retarded optical nonlinearity, was extensively
studied earlier for the regime of anomalous dispersion,
where this effect is usually referred to as the optical soliton
self-frequency shift. In the solitonic regime, where the peak
power of a soliton scales as P / tÿ2s with the soliton pulse
width, the soliton frequency shift rate qjDf j=qz (Df is the
soliton frequency shift) has been shown to scale as tÿ4s [53], as
long as the Raman gain profile can be approximated with a
linear function of radiation frequency.

For nonsolitonic light pulses, i.e., assuming no balance
between dispersion and nonlinearity, the peak power scales
simply as tÿ1p with the pulsewidth, leading to a tÿ3p scaling law
for the rate of frequency downshift (see also paper [54]). Both
the tÿ4s and tÿ3p scaling laws for the rate of the frequency
downshift of a light pulse are readily recovered by taking the
derivative q�jdoR1; 2j�=qz of the frequency shift defined by
expression (24) andmaking a substitution I0 � P=S / tÿ2s for
the solitonic regime, and I0 � P=S / tÿ1p for the nonsolitonic
pulses (S being the effective light beam area).

In the opposite limiting case of extremely short light
pulses, tp 5 t1; t2, and strongly inertial optical nonlinearity,
integration in formula (14) with the response function H�y�
defined by expression (21) yields [46]

jR�Z; z� � ÿk0n2zfRI0
���
p
p
2

e erfc
�
ÿ Z
tp

�
; �25�

where e � t1mÿ1tÿ12 � tpt1�tÿ21 � tÿ22 � is a small parameter.
Around the peak of the light pulse, Z=tp 5 1, a Taylor-

series expansion

erfc z � 1ÿ 2pÿ1=2
�
zÿ z 3

3
� z 5

10

�
brings expression (25) to the form

jR�Z; z� � ÿk0n2zfReI0
" ���

p
p
2
� Z
tp
ÿ 1

3

�
Z
tp

�3

� 1

10

�
Z
tp

�5
#
:

�26�
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In this regime, the phase and frequency shifts induced by
the inertial part of optical nonlinearity are intrinsically small
because a light pulse in the regime considered is too short to
efficiently couple an optical field to Raman-active modes. In
what follows, we will consider specific features of interaction
of ultrashort light pulses with Raman-active modes of
different natures, including vibrations and rotations of
molecules in a gas and optical phonons in solids.

6. Molecular light modulators and controlled
optical nonlinearity of molecular gases

The Raman scattering of light by rotational and vibrational
modes of molecules plays a significant role in the dynamics of
ultrashort laser pulses propagating through a molecular gas.
The bandwidth of sub-100-fs laser pulses, widely used in
ultrafast optical experiments, is sufficient for the excitation of
multiple rotational Raman modes. Phased excitation of
molecular rotations gives rise to periodic recurrences in the
modulation of the refractive index Dn�Z�. A femtosecond
probe pulse with a central wavelength l, delayed in time with
respect to the pump pulse inducing molecular rotations, will
then acquire a phase shift

jnl�Z� �
2p
l

lDn�Z� �27�

depending on the nonlinear-optical interaction length l, and
will experience the corresponding frequency shift.

The Raman response of molecular rotations is usually
described as a sum over molecular rotational transitions [55±
58], mimicked by harmonic terms:

R�y� /
X
J

FJ sin �ÿoJy� ; �28�

where J is the rotational quantum number, and

FJ � �rJ�1 ÿ rJ�
ZJ�J� 2��J� 1�

2J� 3
; �29�

rJ � exp

�
ÿ chBJ�J� 1�

kT

�
�
(X

J

ZJ�2J� 1� exp
�
ÿ chBJ�J� 1�

kT

�)ÿ1
; �30�

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light in
vacuum, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the gas tempera-
ture, B is the rotational constant, ZJ is a factor describing the
quantum nuclear statistics, and

oJ � 4pBc�2J� 3� �31�

are the frequencies of rotational transitions in the rigid-rotor
approximation.

For molecular nitrogen �N2�, whose content in atmo-
spheric air is about 80%, the constants appearing in
Eqns (28)±(31) are specified as B � 1:99 cmÿ1, ZJ � 1 and 2,
for odd and even J, respectively [58]. For molecular oxygen
�O2�, comprising about 20% of atmospheric air,
B � 1:44 cmÿ1, ZJ � 1 and 0 for odd and even J, respectively
[58].

As can be seen from formulas (28)±(31), rotational
Raman spectra are sensitive to the gas temperature. This
property of Raman scattering in gases (including nonlinear
versions of Raman scattering, such as CARS) is widely used

for the thermometry of gases, flames, and plasmas [20, 21]. As
the gas temperature rises, population becomes redistributed
over a larger number of rotational states, while the popula-
tion differences controlling the intensities of rotational
Raman transitions tend to decrease. As a result, an increase
in temperature leads to the broadening of rotational Raman
spectral branches and reduces their peak amplitudes.

In the time domain, series of rotational transitions
observed in rotational Raman spectra translate into a sum
of harmonically oscillating terms, each representing a rota-
tional Raman transition with a frequency oJ. The difference
of adjacent transition frequencies, namely

Do � oJ�1 ÿ oJ � 8pBc ; �32�

is independent of J, and the time-domain Raman response
displays rotational echo recurrences (Figs 2a±c) correspond-
ing to a periodic phasing ofmolecular rotators, also known as
revivals of rotational wave packets [59, 60]. The duration of
each recurrence transient in the Raman response is deter-
mined by the scatter of molecular rotators in their frequen-
ciesÐ that is, by the width do of the rotational Raman
spectrum, and is thus sensitive to the gas temperature
(Figs 2a±c). Coherence relaxation of molecular rotations
leads to an exponential decay of recurrences in the rotational
Raman response with a characteristic decay time of 61 ps in
the case of molecular nitrogen, and 68 ps for molecular
oxygen.

Polarization properties of the retarded nonlinear-optical
response of a Raman-active gas are controlled by the tensor
properties of the relevant nonlinear-optical susceptibility. An
isotropic medium is described by three independent tensor
components wi jkl (i, j, k, l � 1, 2, 3) which can be chosen
among the following four physically significant tensor
elements [12, 61]:

w1111 /
1

3
G1 � 2

3
G2 ; �33�

w1212 /
1

2
G2 ÿ 1

2
G3 ; �34�

w1221 /
1

2
G2 � 1

2
G3 ; �35�

w1122 /
1

3
G1 ÿ 1

3
G2 ; �36�

where G1, G2, and G3 are the autocorrelation functions of the
isotropic, symmetric, and antisymmetric parts of molecular
polarizability, respectively, which represent rotation-invar-
iant molecular parameters. As can be seen from formulas
(33)±(36), the nonlinear-optical susceptibility tensor compo-
nents satisfy the relation w1212 � w1221 � w1122 � w1111, which is
typical of an isotropicmedium. The polarization sensitivity of
the nonlinear-optical response of a gas medium, governed by
Eqns (33)±(36), enables control over the amplitude and phase
of echo recurrences of the refractive index Dn�Z� by varying
polarization states of the pump and probe fields.

Experiments on polarization and phase control of the
retarded optical nonlinearity of the atmosphere were per-
formed [62] with the use of a femtosecond laser system
consisting of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser oscillator
pumped by the second-harmonic output of a neodymium
garnet laser, and a multipass amplifier. This femtosecond
laser system delivered light pulses with a central wavelength
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Figure 2.The Raman response of rotational modes of (a) molecular nitrogen, (b) molecular oxygen, and (c) atmospheric air (consisting of 80%molecular

nitrogen and 20% molecular oxygen) calculated with the use of Eqns (26)±(29) (solid lines) and Eqn (31) (circles).
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of about 800 nm, a pulse width of 50 fs, and an energy of up to
1.5 mJ at a repetition rate of 50 Hz.

Figure 3 presents the central wavelength shift dlp of a
weak probe 50-fs laser pulse measured as a function of the
delay time t between the probe pulse and a single 50-fs, 0.8-mJ
pump pulse [62]. The dlp�t� dependence displays well-
resolved echo recurrences related to excited rotations of
oxygen and nitrogen molecules in atmospheric air. Due to
the large decay times of rotational coherences (61 and 68 ps
for N2 and O2 molecules, respectively, under normal condi-
tions), periodic phasing of molecular rotations gives rise to
extended sequences of echo recurrences, which show up in the
lp�t� chronogram. Importantly, the echo recurrences sepa-
rated by time intervals dt � �4Bc�ÿ1 are opposite in phase,
i.e., they have a p phase shift. This property of rotational echo
recurrences helps distinguish temporal markers encoded in
the neighboring recurrences. Because of the difference in the
rotational constants of O2 and N2 molecules, on the other
hand, the sequence of echo recurrences related to rotations of
O2 molecules is shifted in time with respect to the echo
recurrences of N2 rotations. Since temporal markers follow
with different time intervals within each dt � �4Bc�ÿ1 cycle,
different segments in echo-recurrence sequences can be easily
distinguished from each other.

A variation in the angle y between polarization vectors of
the pump and probe fields noticeably modifies the waveform
of echo recurrences. Specifically, oscillations in the phase of
the probe field, induced by a pump field with parallel �y � 0�
and orthogonal �y � p=2� polarizations, have different
amplitudes and are opposite in phase. These properties of
the nonlinear-optical response of the atmosphere can be

readily explained in terms of the tensor properties of its
nonlinear-optical susceptibility. As is seen from formulas
(33)±(36), when the polarization vectors of the pump and
probe fields are parallel to each other, y � 0, the signal
detected in the above-described experiment is controlled by
the tensor component w1111. When the polarization of the
pump field is perpendicular to the polarization of the probe
field, y � p=2, the signal is determined by w1122. Thus,
oscillations in the signal are related to the autocorrelation
function of the symmetric part of molecular polarizability G2

with both polarization arrangements. However, the term
including G2 in the expression for w1122 is opposite in phase
to and two times smaller than theG2-containing term of w1111.
Echo recurrences measured with different polarizations of the
pump and probe fields visualize this difference in tensor
components wi j kl of the nonlinear-optical susceptibility of
atmospheric air.

For the analysis of the time dependence of the birefrin-
gence induced in a gas medium by a high-power pump pulse,
the polarization vector of a linearly polarized pump is set at
an angle y � p=4 with respect to the polarization vector of the
pump. A polarization analyzer is adjusted in such a way as to
block the probe field in the absence of the pump beam. The
detected signal in this experimental arrangement is at the level
of detector noise. With the pump field turned on, echo
recurrences related to rotations of nitrogen and oxygen
molecules show up (see Fig. 3). The signal detected in this
polarization geometry is controlled, in accordance with
expressions (34) and (35), by the autocorrelation function of
the symmetric part in the molecular polarizability, w1212�
w1221 / G1. The birefringence read out by the probe pulse is
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Figure 3.Central wavelength shift of the probe pulse as a function of the delay time between the probe and pump pulses. The pump pulse energy is 0.8 mJ.

The pulse widths of the pump and probe pulses are 50 fs. The pump field is polarized parallel to the field polarization of the probe pulse. The inset shows

the rotational part of the Raman function Rrot of atmospheric air calculated with the use of Eqns (26)±(29) at a gas temperature of 290 K. Also shown is

the assignment of the echo revivals of the Raman function to the rotational modes of nitrogen and oxygen molecules.
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determined by the pump intensity and delay time between the
pump and probe light pulses. Thus, this polarization arrange-
ment enables the gating of high-power ultrashort laser pulses,
including those transmitted over large distances through the
atmosphere. This approach can help synchronize high-power
optical pulses separated by large distances and read out the
information encoded in these pulses.

Pump fields consisting of sequences of ultrashort pulses
can be employed to shape and tailor temporal profiles of
refraction modulation Dn�Z�. Figure 4 displays the wave-
length shift of the probe field measured as a function of the
delay time between the probe pulse and the second pump
pulse in experiments where the pump field consisted of two
50-fs pulses with an energy of 0.4 mJ each [62]. The delay
time between the pump pulses in these experiments was set
equal to d � 1260 fs. To facilitate the understanding of these
measurements, the dashed line in Fig. 4 shows the sum
dlp�t� � dlp�t� d�, where dlp�t� is the time-dependent
central wavelength shift of the probe pulse, calculated using
the experimental dlp�t� dependence measured with a single-
femtosecond-pulse pump (see Fig. 3). As can be seen from the
results presented in Fig. 4, the first and second pump pulses
give rise to virtually identical sequences of echo recurrences
shifted with respect to each other by the delay time d. Because
of the decay of the rotational coherence with a decay time tr,
the amplitudes of the respective echo recurrences in these
sequences are slightly different. This difference is quantified
in terms of a factor x � exp �ÿd=tr� � 1ÿ d=tr. For a delay
time d � 1260 fs, we have x � 0:979 and 0.981 for nitrogen
(tr � 61 ps) and oxygen (tr � 68 ps) molecules, respectively.
The temporal profile of Dn�Z� can be tailored by varying the
delay time between the probe and pump pulses, enabling a
pulse shaping of high-power ultrashort laser pulses trans-
mitted over large distances through the atmosphere.

Experiments discussed in this section demonstrate the
possibility of polarization and phase control of the retarded
optical nonlinearity of atmospheric air related to rotations of
nitrogen and oxygen molecules. These experiments imple-
ment amplitude and phase control of echo recurrences of the

refractive index of a gas medium by ultrashort laser pulses
with variable intensities, polarizations, and waveforms [62].
Polarization sensitivity of the nonlinear-optical susceptibility
controlling the Raman response of a medium is shown to
enable gating of high-power ultrashort laser pulses, including
pulses transmitted over large distances through the atmo-
sphere. This approach can help synchronize high-power
optical pulses separated by large distances and read out the
information encoded in these pulses. Pump fields consisting
of sequences of ultrashort pulses can be used to shape and
tailor temporal profiles of refraction modulation in a gas
medium. This approach suggests ways for controlled pulse
[62, 63] and beam [64] shaping of high-power ultrafast field
waveforms, including high-power ultrashort laser pulses
transmitted over large distances through the atmosphere.

7. The Raman effect and soliton frequency shift

New physical effects related to the nonlinear Raman scatter-
ing of ultrashort pulses show up in the soliton regime. The
inertia of optical nonlinearity, which is inherent in the Raman
effect, can give rise to a continuous red shift of the carrier
frequency of a soliton propagating through an optical fiber
[14, 37, 38]. In the spectral domain, this phenomenon can be
understood as stimulated Raman amplification of the low-
frequency part of the soliton spectrum at the expense of
depletion of its high-frequency wing. This effect, known as
soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS), lies at the heart of a new
generation of fiber-optic components for tunable wavelength
conversion of ultrashort laser pulses [65].

Soliton self-frequency shift becomes possible due to the
Raman scattering of light by optical phonons in fiber
material. The Raman response of fused silica, the most
common material in fiber fabrication, originates from
several Raman-active vibrations of SiO4 tetrahedra [66±68].
The most intense Raman-active mode, which shows up as the
prominent peak centered around 440 cmÿ1 in the Raman gain
spectrum of fused silica, corresponds to oscillations of the
SiÿOÿSi dihedral angle of the tetrahedral unit cell of fused
silica about its equilibrium value.

To analyze the dynamics of carrier shifting of an
ultrashort soliton in a nonlinear medium with retarded
nonlinearity, we apply the method proposed by Gordon
[53]. This method involves a spectral transformation of the
nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equation (NSE)

ÿi qu
qz
� 1

2

q2u
qt 2
� juj2u �37�

for the pulse envelope u. The units of time �ts� and length �zs�
in equation (37) are chosen in such a way that

t 2s
zs
� l2D

2pc
� ÿ q2b

qo2
; �38�

Pszs � lAeff

2pn2
; �39�

where l ando are the wavelength and frequency of radiation,
Ps is the soliton power, D is the group-velocity dispersion
(GVD), b and Aeff are the propagation constant and the
effective waveguide mode area, n2 is the nonlinear refractive
index of the fiber material, and c is the speed of light in
vacuum.
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Figure 4. Shaping the temporal profile of the retarded nonlinear-optical

response of atmospheric air with a pump field consisting of two

femtosecond pulses. The central wavelength shift of a probe laser pulse

measured as a function of the delay time between the pump and probe

pulses with a pump field consisting of two 50-fs Ti:sapphire-laser pulses

with an energy of 0.4 mJ each separated by a delay time d � 1260 fs. Filled

circles connected with a solid line represent the experimental data. The

dashed curve displays the dlp�t� � dlp�t� d� function calculated from the

experimental dlp�t� dependence measured with a single-pulse pump.
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The soliton solution to equation (37) is written out as
u � sech t exp �iz=2�. The pulse width of such a soliton,
defined at the half-maximum of its temporal power profile,
is t � 1:763ts.

The retarded nonlinear response of the medium is
included in the model through the following transformation
of the nonlinear term on the right-hand side of equation (37)
[48, 53]:

juj2u! u�t�
�
f �Z���u�tÿ Z���2 dZ ; �40�

where f �Z� is the real function governing the Raman
response of the fiber material. The Fourier transform of
this function recovers the optical susceptibility of the
medium (see Section 2):

w�O� �
�
f �Z� exp �iOZ� dZ :

The imaginary part of this susceptibility, in turn, controls the
Raman gain: gR�O� � 2 Im �w�O��.

Spectral transformation of equation (37) subject to the
replacement (40) yields the following expression for the SSFS
rate in units of THz kmÿ1 [53]:

dn
dz
� ÿ ml2D

t 3s

�1
0

O 3 R�O=2pts�
sinh2 �pO=2� dO ; �41�

where m is a constant factor, and R�O=2pts� � aR�O�.
A linear approximation of the function R�x� [R�x� �

0:492�x=13:2� for fused silica] gives the key expression of the
Gordon model, allowing calculation of the SSFS rate [53]:

dn
dz
� ÿ kG

t 4
; �42�

where kG � k0l
2D is a constant coefficient in the Gordon

model. For l � 1:5 mm and D � 15 ps nmÿ1 kmÿ1, equation
(42) gives dn=dz �THz kmÿ1� � 0:0436=t 4 [53].

The Gordon formula played the key role in identifying
significant tendencies of SSFS and in explaining interesting
aspects of this phenomenon. Optical fibers of a new typeÐ
photonic-crystal fibers (PCFs) [69±79]Ðcan radically
enhance the SSFS rate [80, 81] due to the strong confinement
of the laser field in an ultrasmall-area core of a specifically
designed PCF. Unique regimes of soliton transmission
supported by PCFs enable the creation of SSFS-based
frequency-tunable fiber sources for nonlinear Raman spec-
troscopy and microscopy [82±89], as well as for optical
detection of neuronal activity in the living brain [90].
Specifically designed PCFs can provide an efficient,
smoothly tunable frequency conversion of low-power few-
cycle optical pulses [91] and allow an all-optical pump±seed
synchronization in optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifi-
cation of few-cycle field waveforms [92]. An adequate
description of the soliton self-frequency shift in such fibers
requires an extension of the analysis beyond the Gordon
formula. Numerical analysis of the generalized NSE with due
regard for the retarded nonlinearity (the Raman response of
the medium) suggests a deceleration of the frequency shifting
of a soliton [93±95], as well as an ultrashort pulse of a more
general form [54] in a certain phase of pulse propagation in a
fiber. This effect can be employed to stabilize the SSFS and to
reduce its sensitivity to fluctuations in the power of input laser
pulses [96].

8. Soliton fiber sources
of extremely short electromagnetic pulses

Development of compact and efficient sources of ultrashort
light pulses is one of the main challenges of optical
technologies [13, 79]. New types of optical fibersÐmicro-
and nanostructure fibers [76±79, 97]Ðoffer new solutions for
the creation of highly efficient fiber-format short-pulse
sources [65]. Photonic-crystal-fiber-based lasers can generate
light pulses within a broad range of pulse widths and pulse
energies [98±102]. Because of the limited gain band of active
fiber components, few-cycle light pulses are extremely
difficult to generate directly at the output of a fiber-optic
laser system. In this context, PCF-based pulse compressors
stir up heightened interest as a promising strategy for fiber-
format pulse shortening [79, 103±108]. With such fibers, a
high nonlinearity can be advantageously combined with
tailored dispersion to enable compression of light pulses to
pulse widths as short as a few femtoseconds [109±111]. Large-
mode-area PCFs [103, 112±114] and hollow-core photonic-
band-gap fibers [105, 115], on the other hand, allow
compression of high-power light pulses.

Fiber-optic pulse compressors based on soliton dynamics
of an electromagnetic field are well known in optical
technologies. In such a system, a light pulse with an initial
dimensionless energy of 2W 2 propagates in an anomalously
dispersive optical fiber, evolving toward a jth-order optical
soliton ( j is an integer) with a pulse width tj � t0=2xj [14],
where xj �Wÿ j� 0:5 is the eigenvalue of the jth-order
soliton. It is straightforward to see from the expression for
the pulse width of the jth-order soliton that, for xj > 1=2, the
soliton arising as a result of this field dynamics is shorter than
the input pulse, enabling soliton pulse compression.

The soliton dynamics of few- and single-cycle pulses is
typically much more complicated, involving shock-wave
formation and effects related to the inertia of optical
nonlinearity. Evolution of the temporal envelope A � A�z; t�
of such pulses can be described with the use of the generalized
nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equation (GNSE) [14, 47]:

qA�z; t�
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� ig0
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�

�
�
A�z; t�

�1
ÿ1

R�t���A�z; tÿ t���2 dt� ; �43�

where z is the coordinate along the propagation direction of
the light field, t is the time in the retarded frame of reference,
bk � qkb=qok are the coefficients in the Taylor-series expan-
sion of the propagation constant b about the central
frequency of the light field, g0 is the coefficient of optical
nonlinearity, ando0 is the central frequency of the light pulse.
The function R�t� includes both the electron (Kerr type) and
phonon (Raman type) parts of optical nonlinearity [47, 48]:

R�t� � �1ÿ fR� d�t� � fRY�t� t
2
1 � t 22
t1t 22

exp

�
ÿ t

t2

�
sin

�
t

t1

�
;

�44�

where fR is the fraction of retarded nonlinearity in the overall
nonlinear-optical response, d�t� is the delta function, Y�t� is
the Heaviside step function, and t1 and t2 are the character-
istic time constants of the Raman response. For fused silica
fibers [48], one obtains fR � 0:18, t1 � 12:5 fs, and t2 � 32 fs.
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In Ref. [111], equations (43) and (44) were applied to
analyze the dynamics of ultrashort light pulses in highly
nonlinear PCFs. The input pulse in simulations is defined as

A�t� � A0 F
ÿ1
�
exp

�
iC0o2

2

�
t0
2

sech

�
p
2
t0o
��

; �45�

where A0 is the initial amplitude of the pulse envelope
normalized in such a way that

W0 �
���A�t���2 dt ; �46�

where W0 is the input pulse energy, F ÿ1� � � is the inverse
Fourier transform, t0 � tFWHM=1:76, tFWHM is the pulse
width defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM),
and C0 is the chirp parameter of the input laser pulse.

Wewill consider an input pulse with a pulse width of 50 fs,
an input energy of 70 pJ, and a central wavelength of 793 nm,
and assume that such a pulse is launched into a fiber with a
dispersion profile (Fig. 5a) typical of highly nonlinear PCFs
[75±79]. The dispersion profile considered displays two zeros
of group-velocity dispersion (GVD), with the long-wave-
length zero-GVD point defining the red edge of the anom-
alous dispersion region. Such a shape of the GVD profile is
observed in some highly nonlinear PCFs. As shown by earlier

work [116, 117], fibers with two zero-GVD points allow a
cancellation of soliton self-frequency shift under certain
conditions.

Figure 5b presents the temporal and spectral dynamics of
the light pulse propagating in a fiber with the GVD profile
shown in Fig. 5a. As can be seen from the results of these
simulations, the initial phase of field evolution in the fiber
involves temporal pulse compression. Since the soliton
number of the input pulse is N � �g0P0t 20 =jb2j�1=2 � 2:7,
with P0 �W0�2t0�ÿ1 being the input peak power, the initial
pulse-compression stage is followed by a phase where the
pulse decays into several quasisolitonic transients. Each of
these transients undergoes a red shift due to the Raman effect
and radiates excessive energy in the form of dispersive waves
in the short-wavelength range [118].

The soliton with the highest energy and shortest pulse
width experiences the largest frequency shift. As this soliton
gets shifted against the fiber dispersion profile, dispersive
waves emitted by this soliton also change their frequency.
When the soliton approaches the long-wavelength edge of the
anomalous dispersion region, a long-wavelength branch of
dispersive waves appears, as shown by Skryabin et al. [116], in
the radiation spectrum, first decelerating and then completely
suppressing the soliton frequency shift.

Along with soliton frequency shift suppression, a fiber
with a dispersion profile featuring two zero-GVD points
enables an efficient compression of a light pulse. The
minimum pulse width of the soliton with the highest power
may be estimated as ts � tFWHM=1:76 � 9:3 fs. The soliton
pulse width and the soliton energy defined with the use of a
standard procedure for evaluating the parameters of the
solitonic part of the field fit well the relation

ts � 2
��b2�os�

�� �g�os�W
�ÿ1

; �47�

where os is the central frequency of the soliton. Unlike the
standard formula for the parameters of the fundamental
soliton, formula (47) involves local parameters of a light
pulse, which change as the soliton propagates along the fiber
due to the soliton self-frequency shift.

Results of simulations presented in Fig. 6 illustrate soliton
pulse compression in a highly nonlinear PCF yielding sub-
10-fs light pulses. Figure 6a displays the soliton FWHMpulse
width tFWHM � 1:76ts and the ratio e of the output soliton
energy to the energy of the input pulse calculated as functions
of the initial pulse width. These simulations show that, as long
as the fiber length is chosen in such a way as to provide the
same soliton frequency shift for input pulses with different
initial pulse widths, the soliton pulse width at the output of
the fiber is virtually independent of the initial pulse width t0
within a broad range of t0 values (from 30 to 200 fs). For
input pulses with t0 > 250 fs, however, the fiber length needed
to provide the invariance of the soliton frequency shift
becomes so large that the fiber loss ceases to be negligible.
As the energy of the light pulse decreases because of the fiber
loss, the output pulse becomes longer. Notably, Eqn (46)
remains valid in this regime, as well (see also Figs 6b±e).

Results of simulations presented in Fig. 7 illustrate PCF-
based compression of light pulses to single-cycle and subcycle
field waveforms. Our analysis has been performed for an
input pulse with a central wavelength of 1070 nm and an
initial phasej�o� � �a=2��o=�2p� ÿ o0=�2p��2, where a is the
chirp parameter. The frequency profiles of dispersion and
nonlinearity chosen for these simulations (shown in the inset
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to Fig. 7) are typical of highly nonlinear small-core PCFs. In
such a fiber, the input light pulse is compressed to a pulse
width of about 2 fs within a typical propagation length of
about 2 mm (see Fig. 7). The minimum pulse width achieved
with a highly nonlinear PCF and the fiber length needed for
optimal pulse compression can be changed by varying the
chirp of the input light pulse.

Because the analysis of soliton dynamics in a highly
nonlinear fiber predicts formation of nominally subcycle
light pulses, some comments on the adequacy of the GNSE
[Eqn (43)] in this regime of field evolution may be in order. It
should be noted here that, while the derivation of the NSE is

based on the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA),
the framework of theGNSE is different [111, 119]. In contrast
to SVEA pulse-evolution equations, which are valid only in
cases where the local pulse width is much longer than the field
cycle, t0 > T0, the validity of the GNSE does not impose an
explicit limitation on the relationship between the pulse width
and the field cycle, as this equation also involves non-SVEA
terms describing high-order dispersion [k > 3 in Eqn (43)],
shock-wave effects, and effects related to the inertia of optical
nonlinearity (including Raman scattering).

The validity conditions for GNSE-based models of the
spatio±temporal dynamics of ultrashort optical pulses are
expressed by the following inequalities [111, 119]

blnl; bla; bl
�k�
d ; blc 4 1 ; �48�

where lnl � �gP�ÿ1 is the nonlinear length, la is the length of
attenuation due to absorption or leakage loss of waveguide
modes, l

�k�
d � t k=jbkj is the spatial scale whereon kth-order

dispersion effects become significant, and lc � lÿ1�db=dl�ÿ1.
For pulses with a pulse width of� 2 fs and a peak powerP not
exceeding 0.2 MW, observed at z � 2 mm in Fig. 7, the most
critical characteristic lengths in Eqn (48) for a fiber with
b2 � ÿ0:109 ps2 mÿ1, b3 � 1:92� 10ÿ4 ps3 mÿ1, b4 �
ÿ2:58342� 10ÿ7 ps4 mÿ1 (corresponding to the dispersion
profile shown in Fig. 5a), and g � 94 kWÿ1 mÿ1 are estimated
as lnl > 0:05 mm, l

�2�
d � 40 mm, l

�3�
d � 42 mm, l

�4�
d � 62 mm,

and lc � 15 mm. All the conditions in inequalities (48) are
thus satisfied with a large safety margin, blmin > 90, for the
fundamental fiber mode, where lmin is the minimum among
lnl, l

�k�
d , la, and lc, indicating the applicability of the GNSE-

based analysis to 2-fs pulses involved in simulations. The
validity of GNSE type equations for the analysis of optical
pulses with pulse widths on the order of T0 under the
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conditions of Eqn (48) was demonstrated earlier [111, 119] by
a direct comparison of solutions to GNSE type equations
with the results of numerical integration of Maxwell equa-
tions for the electric and magnetic fields.

Analysis of the soliton dynamics of ultrashort light pulses
in highly nonlinear PCFs presented in this section suggests
promising scenarios allowing pulse compression down to
single-cycle field waveforms. We have derived simple analyt-
ical expressions relating the pulse width and the energy of
ultrashort pulses generated through such field-evolution
dynamics to the fiber dispersion and nonlinearity.

9. Molecular modulators
and the synthesis of ultrashort field waveforms

Development of technologies capable of generating attose-
cond pulses of electromagnetic radiation [120±123] is one of
the most significant achievements of optical physics over the
past decade. Attosecond pulses provide unique tools for
direct measurements of time constants of ultrafast electron
dynamics in atomic and molecular systems [124±127], time-
domain characterization of extremely short bursts of light
field [128, 129], and control of ultrafast electron processes in
the gaseous and condensed phases [130, 131].

The most widely applied method for the generation of
attosecond pulses of electromagnetic radiation is based on
high-order harmonic generation in gas jets [120±123, 132±
135]. The shortest pulsewidth achieved to date is 80 as (0.08 fs)
and is due to this approach [135]. Stimulated Raman
scattering opens new routes toward the generation of
ultrashort optical pulses, including attosecond field wave-
forms. Provided that appropriate phase-matching conditions
are satisfied, Raman scattering by molecular vibrations or
rotations in a gas medium or by phonons in solids pre-excited
by narrow-band laser radiation [17, 33, 34] or ultrashort laser
pulses [18, 35, 36] can efficiently generate multiple Stokes and
anti-Stokes Raman sidebands in the spectrum of a laser field
interacting with a Raman-active medium. In this regime, the
Raman-active vibrations of gas molecules or phonons in a
solid, phased with the laser field, play the role of elementary
phase modulators shaping a probe pulse and transforming it
into extremely short pulses of electromagnetic radiation. The
length of interaction of the pump and probe pulses with the
Raman-active medium can be increased by using gas-filled
hollow waveguides [19]. Stimulated Raman scattering in a
hollow waveguide filled with a Raman-active gas has been
shown to allow the generation of optical pulses as short as a
few femtoseconds [18]. Generation of subfemtosecond pulses
is one of the next goals. Backward SRS in ionized media
suggests ways toward a compression of high-energy light
pulses, offering much promise for the generation of attose-
cond pulses with ultrahigh peak powers and field intensities
[136, 137].

A Raman-active vibration with a frequency O can be
efficiently excited by a light field whose spectrum includes
frequency components o1 and o2 separated by an interval O
(see Fig. 1). This can be achieved with the use of a biharmonic
pump, where the phase excitation of vibrations is provided by
a pair of narrow-band laser fields with carrier frequencies o1

and o2. In the case of ultrashort light pulses, Raman
excitation can be performed with a single optical pulse
whose spectrum is broader than the vibrational frequency O.

The pump field drives Raman-active modes Q as it
propagates through a Raman-active medium. A free decay

of these modes is described by the following expression:

Q�t� � Q0 exp

�
ÿ t

T2

�
sin

"�
O 2 ÿ 1

T 2
2

�1=2

t

#
; �49�

whereQ0 is the amplitude of vibrations, which is proportional
to the energy of the pump pulse, T2 is the dephasing time of
molecular vibrations, andO is the frequency of Raman-active
vibrations.

The solution to the equation governing the evolution of
the complex envelope B�t; z� of the probe pulse entering the
Raman-active medium with some delay with respect to the
pump pulse in the plane-wave regime under conditions when
the dephasing time T2 substantially exceeds the period of
Raman vibrations and the pulse widths is given by

B�t; z� � B�t; 0� exp
�
ÿig sin �DKmnz�

DKmn
sin �Ot� DKmnz�

�
;

�50�

where B�t; 0� is the envelope of the input probe pulse, and

DKmn � O�1=v n2 ÿ 1=vm1 �
2

�51�

is the parameter characterizing the mismatch of the group
velocities vm

1 and v n
2 of the pump and probe pulses in

waveguide modes m and n, t � tÿ z=v n2 , and finally

g � 2p
c

o2NQ0
qa
qQ

; �52�

where N is the concentration of Raman-active molecules in
the gas, and qa=qQ is the derivative of the molecular
polarizability with respect to the vibrational coordinate.

When the group-velocity mismatch DKmn is small, expres-
sion (50) for the envelope of the probe pulse can be rewritten
as

B�t; z� � B�t; 0�
X1
s�ÿ1

Js�gz� exp �ÿisOt� ; �53�

where Js�x� is the sth-order Bessel function.
As can be seen from expression (53), the spectrum of the

probe pulse consists of a superposition of equidistant Stokes
and anti-Stokes sidebands with frequencies os � o2 � sO
�s � 0; �1;�2; . . .� separated by a spectral interval equal to
the molecular vibrational frequency O. The number of these
sidebands increases with the growth in the pump energy
(leading to the increase in the parameter g) and the
interaction length. The minimum pulse width that can be
achieved by compensating for the chirp of the pulse described
by formula (53) is determined by the numberM of Stokes and
anti-Stokes components generated in the process of pulse
propagation: t � �2cDkM�ÿ1. With due regard for the
properties of Bessel functions, the maximum value of M, in
turn, is determined by the parameter gL (where L is the length
of the Raman-active medium) in accordance with the
approximate formula M � gL. Thus, large interaction
lengths are crucial for synthesizing ultrashort light pulses.
The increase in the interaction length is, however, limited by
group-delay effects and group-velocity dispersion. With an
appropriate choice of hollow-fiber parameters, the waveguide
dispersion component can reduce the group delay and group-
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velocity dispersion for Stokes and anti-Stokes components
within a broad spectral range. This is especially important for
gases with high-frequency Raman-active vibrations, includ-
ing molecular hydrogen.

10. Fiber-optic synthesizers
of ultrashort light pulses

Soliton regimes of nonlinear-optical transformations of
ultrashort laser pulses in fibers suggest attractive solutions
to developing all-fiber synthesizers of few-cycle field wave-
forms. The key challenge to be addressed in the development
of such synthesizers is to solve the problem of the coherent
combining of Raman-shifted solitons generated as a part of
the multisoliton dynamics of ultrashort pulses accompanied
by soliton self-frequency shift. The synthesis of ultrashort
field waveforms using coherent combining of solitons is
illustrated by the results of calculations [138] presented in
Fig. 8a. A laser pulse with an input pulse width of 100 fs and
an energy of 30 nJ generates multiple solitons as it
propagates through a large-mode-area PCF. Each soliton
undergoes a frequency shift due to the Raman effect. The
fringes observed in the PCF output spectrum result from the
spectral interference of five red-shifted solitons with central
frequencies n1 � 211 THz, n2 � 198 THz, n3 � 191 THz,
n4 � 164 THz, and n5 � 149 THz, pulse widths T1 � 22 fs,
T2 � 27 fs, T3 � 29 fs, T4 � 30 fs, and T5 � 35 fs, and
energies of 1.6, 2.6, 2.9, 4.6, and 5.5 nJ. The second, third,
fourth, and fifth solitons arrive at the PCF output with delay
times of 220, 400, 1080, and 1890 fs relative to the first soliton.
With a light modulator generating the five-step group-delay
profile shown by the dashed line in Fig. 8a, the solitons
coherently add up to synthesize a light pulse with a pulse
width of about 10 fs. The temporal envelope and the chirp of
the resulting pulse are displayed in the inset to Fig. 8a. The
total radiation energy of this pulse, with the pedestal
included, is 26.6 nJ. The energy of the central, 10-fs part of
this pulse is about 12 nJ.

Figure 8b presents the results of experiments [138]
performed with the use of Ti:sapphire laser pulses with an
initial spectrum shown by the dashed line, and input energies
of 0.6 and 7 nJ. As can be seen from this figure, frequency-
shifted solitons produce high-visibility fringes in the spectral
range from 880 to 980 nm. These fringes testify that each
soliton has a flat spectral phase profile, suggesting the
possibility of using large-mode-area PCFs for the synthesis
of high-peak-power few-cycle optical pulses.

11. Synthesizers of tailored sequences
of ultrashort light pulses
for single-beam coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering microspectroscopy

Methods of coherent Raman scattering offer unique oppor-
tunities for the investigations of ultrafast processes and
implementation of novel methods of microscopy of physical,
chemical, and biological systems [13, 21, 24, 25]. In the past
decade, the tremendous potential of coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering as a method of microspectroscopy and
bioimaging has been demonstrated [26, 27]. The main
advantages of this technique include a high spatial resolu-
tion, a high sensitivity, and a high selectivity related to the
nonlinear-optical nature of the CARS process, the coherence
of the CARS signal, and a precise tuning of light fields to a

resonance with Raman-active modes. Due to this unique
combination of new options and advantages, CARS micro-
scopy is emerging as a powerful tool of biomedical optics,
allowing visualization of fine spatial structure details and in
vivo studies of specific processes proceeding inside individual
living cells [139].

CARS microspectroscopy involves excitation of Raman-
active modes related to vibrational and rotational motions in
molecules, as well as with electronic transitions in atomic and
molecular systems. A Raman-active mode with a frequency
O0 is excited with light fields at frequencies o1 and o2 chosen
in such a way that their difference is equal to O0. An inelastic
scattering of a probe field with a frequency o3 from these
coherently excited Raman excitations leads to the generation
of a signal field at the frequency oa � o1 ÿ o2 � o3, which
carries spectroscopic information and yields high-contrast
images of fine spatial structure details in an object under
study.
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In the widely used two-color CARS microspectroscopy,
the frequency of the probe field o3 is equal to the pump
frequencyo1. The frequency of the CARS signal is then equal
to oa � 2o1 ÿ o2 � o1 � O0. This modification of the
CARS microspectroscopy requires only two laser sourcesÐ
a source delivering radiation with a fixed frequency o1, and a
wavelength-tunable source generating a light field with the
frequency o2. As shown by recent work [82±89], fibers of a
new typeÐphotonic-crystal fibers (PCFs) [75±79]Ðcan
serve as convenient wavelength-tunable sources for CARS
microscopes and spectrometers. Along with a substantial
simplification and compactization of CARS systems, PCF-
based wavelength-tunable sources and frequency converters
offer a new attractive fiber format of light sources for
nonlinear-optical microspectroscopy.

CARS apparatus can be further simplified through the use
of light pulses with special phase profiles. As shown by
Dudovich et al. [140, 141], liquid-crystal spatial light mod-
ulators can provide the required phase profiles of ultrashort
pulses, allowingCARSmicrospectroscopy to be implemented
with a single laser beam. In this regime, coherent excitation of
Raman modes is possible when (i) the spectrum of the laser
field Do is sufficiently broad �Do4O0�, and (ii) the phase
profile F�o� of the laser field meets the condition
F�o� � F�oÿ O0�. Similarly to two-color CARS, single-
beam CARS implementation can be substantially simplified,
as recently shown by von Vacano et al. [88], through
frequency conversion in PCFs. To date, however, the
spectral phase profile of the laser field required for a selective
Raman excitation was synthesized by using spatial light
modulators. We will show below in this section that a PCF
operated in the regime of modulation instability (MI) can
combine functions of a fiber component for efficient spectral
transformation of laser fields and a pulse shaper, enabling
coherence-controlled Raman excitation and single-beam
CARS microspectroscopy.

Modulation instability in optical fibers [14] is understood
as an instability of a light field with respect to a weak
modulation of the temporal field envelope within a certain
range of modulation frequencies. This weak modulation of
the field envelope can be induced by noise or a weak external
signal. In the frequency domain, a parametric amplification
of such a weak modulation of the field envelope gives rise to
intense sidebands in the spectrum of the field. In the time
domain, the stationary optical field tends to evolve into a
sequence of short light pulses.

For light fields governed by the nonlinear SchroÈ dinger
equation, modulation instabilities develop in the range of
frequencies [14]

O < Oc � 2

�
gP
jb2j
�1=2

; �54�

where g � n2o=�cSeff� is the optical nonlinearity coefficient,
n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, o is the radiation
frequency, c is the speed of light, and

Seff �

��1
ÿ1

�1
ÿ1

��F �x; y���2 dx dy�2�1
ÿ1

�1
ÿ1

��F �x; y���4 dx dy �55�

is the effectivemode area, F �x; y� is the transverse spatial field
profile in the waveguide mode, b2 � q2b=qo2, b is the

propagation constant of the waveguide mode, and P is the
peak power of the laser pulse.

The maximumMI gain is achieved at the frequency

Om � Oc���
2
p �

�
2gP
jb2j
�1=2

: �56�

Modulation instabilities can build up from the noise
component of the light field, related to spontaneous emission
[14], or can be induced by a weak external field [142]. For
ultrashort laser pulses, MIs may originate from a parametric
amplification of new spectral components generated as a
result of spectral broadening induced by self-phase modula-
tion (SPM) [143]. In the presence of another laser field, MIs
can be caused by cross-phase modulation [144].

In the time domain, parametric amplification of the
Stokes and anti-Stokes sidebands with frequencies o0 � Om,
generated as a result of modulation instability of a field with
an initial central frequency o0, translates into a formation of
sequences of light pulses [14] separated by the time interval
Tm � 2p=Om. As can be seen from formula (56), the time
interval Tm can be tuned by varying the peak power of the
light pulse, as well as by changing the dispersion and
nonlinearity of the fiber. Modulation instabilities in stan-
dard fibers can transform pulses with a typical pulse width on
the order of 100 ps into sequences of femtosecond pulses with
subterahertz repetition rates [142].

To illustrate the main peculiarities of field transforma-
tions induced byMIs in optical fibers, we consider a light field

E�t� � E0 exp

�
ÿ t 2

t 2

��
a1 coso0t� a2 cos �o0 � O� t

� a3 cos �o0 ÿ O� t� �57�

consisting of three spectral components with central frequen-
cies o0 and o0 � O, and amplitudes aj � j � 1; 2; 3�, which
correspond to the central frequency of the input field o0 and
the frequencieso0 � O of sidebands induced by a modulation
instability in a fiber. The Gaussian factor in expression (57)
accounts for a finite pulse width t of the temporal field
envelope and, correspondingly, nonvanishing bandwidths of
all the spectral components involved in the MI type para-
metric process.

To calculate the Raman response of a molecular system,
we express the generalized molecular coordinateQ represent-
ing a molecular vibration or rotation or any other type of
motion as

Q�t� �
�1
0

h�Z�F�tÿ Z� dZ ; �58�

where h�Z� is the relevant Green's function, and F is the
driving force.

The Hamiltonian of a system with a polarizability a in a
laser field E is written as

H � H0 � V ; �59�

where H0 is the field-free Hamiltonian, and

V � ÿa�Q�E 2

is the Hamiltonian governing the Raman interaction of the
mode represented by the generalized coordinate Q with the
field E.
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The driving force in formula (58) is then given by

F � ÿ qV
qQ
� qa

qQ
E 2 : �60�

The optical response for a broad class of molecular
systems can be described in terms of a damped harmonic
oscillator model, yielding the following expression for the
Green's function in formula (58):

h�Z� / exp �ÿGZ� sin ��OZ� ; �61�

where �O � �O 2
0 ÿ G 2�1=2, O0 is the mode frequency, and G is

the damping rate.
Given the equality O � O0, the driving force (60)

generated by the light field (57) (shown by the solid line in
Fig. 9) provides a coherent selective excitation of the Raman
mode with the frequency O0 (the dashed line in Fig. 9). For
long laser pulses with t4Gÿ1, integration in formula (58)
yields a harmonic molecular response

Q�t� � Q0 sin �Ot� f� ;
where f is the phase of the laser-driven mode. The frequency
dependence of the amplitudeQ0 of such a response is given by
a Lorentzian profile:

Q0 /
��Oÿ O0�2 � G 2

�ÿ1=2
:

Due to their high optical nonlinearity and tailored
dispersion, photonic-crystal fibers substantially enhance
parametric transformations of ultrashort laser pulses [145±
147]. Dispersion profiles of such fibers are often quite
complicated and nonlinear coefficients are very high. Expres-
sions (54) and (56) under these conditions can offer only
qualitative insights into the main tendencies of MI type
parametric interactions of ultrashort light pulses. The details
of the spectral and temporal evolution of light fields in such
fibers in the MI regime can be understood through the
employment of numerical simulations, including high-order
dispersion effects and the retarded (Raman) part of optical
nonlinearity. An adequate framework for such an analysis is
provided by the generalized nonlinear SchroÈ dinger equation
(43). Numerical simulations were performed for laser pulses
with a central wavelength of 1070 nm, an initial pulse width of
2 ps, an input peak power of 10 kW, and an input spectrum
shown by line 1 in Fig. 10a. The group-velocity dispersion

profile of an optical fiber (line 2 in Fig. 10a) was defined in a
form typical of PCF dispersion. Figures 10a and 10b display
the numerical solution of equation (43) for the intensity
spectrum and the intensity envelope of the field at the output
of a 12-cm fiber. Modulation instability induces intense
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energy is 0.5 nJ. (b) Field intensity envelope of a laser pulse with a central

wavelength of 1070 nm, an input pulse width of 2 ps, and an initial peak

power of 10 kW transmitted through a 12-cm PCF. The general view of the

output pulse envelope is shown in the inset.
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sidebands in the output spectrum (Fig. 10a). In the time
domain, this corresponds to the generation of a periodic
sequence of short light pulses (Fig. 10b). The repetition rate of
these pulses is controlled by the dispersion and nonlinearity of
the fiber, and the peak power of the laser pulses. Due to the
high nonlinearity of the PCF, periodic sequences of sub-10-fs
pulses can be generated in the regime considered (Fig. 10b).

Figure 11 presents the response Q of a Raman-active
mode to the field generated at the output of a 12-cm photonic-
crystal fiber as a result of MI type parametric transformation
of light pulses with an initial pulse width of 2 ps, a central
wavelength of 1070 nm, and an input peak power of 10 kW
[148]. As can be seen fromFig. 11, the sequence of light pulses
produced by the photonic-crystal fiber can provide selective
excitation of Raman-active modes with the frequency
O0 � O. In this regime, MI type parametric interaction in a
PCF not only provides an efficient spectral transformation of
the laser field, but also synthesizes a spectral phase profile
F�o� that meets the condition F�o� � F�oÿ O0� necessary
for an in-phase excitation of a Raman-active mode [140, 141].

Experiments [145±147] confirm that modulation instabil-
ities in PCFs can efficiently generate intense sidebands in the
spectra of ultrashort laser pulses, providing the frequencies O
falling within the region of characteristic frequencies of
vibrational and rotational Raman-active molecular modes.
The inset to Fig. 10a presents a typical spectrum of
femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser pulses transmitted through a
highly nonlinear silica PCF [146]. The spectrum of the fiber
output features intense sidebands separated by a frequency
interval O=2p � 50 THz from the central frequency of the
laser field.

In earlier experiments on single-beam CARS microscopy
[88], optimally shaped light fields for a selective excitation of
molecular vibrations were produced through spectral broad-
ening in a PCF and pulse shaping by a liquid-crystal spatial
light modulator. The analysis presented in this section
suggests that PCFs with properly chosen dispersion and
nonlinearity parameters can simultaneously generate a
richer spectral content and serve as a pulse shaper synthesiz-
ing optimal phase profiles for a selective resonant excitation
of Raman-active modes. Photonic-crystal fibers thus allow
the development of compact and efficient fiber components

for coherence-controlled Raman excitation and single-beam
CARS microscopy. In contrast to periodic sequences of
ultrashort light pulses that can be readily produced as a
result of coherent superposition of optical fields with
different carrier frequencies, the pulse-train synthesizers
considered here allow the time intervals between the pulses
to be controlled by varying the peak power of input laser
pulses and enable pulse-train synthesis in an all-fiber format.

12. Coherent Raman scattering
of ultrashort light pulses by optical phonons

Coherent Raman scattering is attracting much attention as a
method for the excitation of ultrafast optical phonon modes
in solids. Coherent Raman techniques using ultrashort laser
pulses help in identifying physical scenarios of electron±
phonon interactions in solids [149], in understanding ultra-
fast lattice dynamics induced by phase transitions [150], and
in implementing a coherent control of optical phonons [151,
152]. Coherent Raman scattering of ultrashort pulses by
optical phonons in solids also suggests a promising method
for the synthesis of ultrashort light pulses through the phased
generation of multiple Raman sidebands [153].

Figure 12 sketches an experiment [154] implementing
coherent Raman excitation of optical phonons in synthetic
diamond films. The laser system used in these experiments
consists of a femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser oscillator and
photonic-crystal fibers for controlled spectral and temporal
transformation of ultrashort light pulses. With a 10-W pump
provided by an ytterbium fiber laser, the specifically designed
long-cavity Cr:forsterite laser oscillator delivers 340-mW
light pulses with a central wavelength of 1.25 mm and a pulse
width of 50±70 fs at a repetition rate of 18 MHz. The
Cr:forsterite laser output was spectrally compressed in a
nonlinear fiber and was employed as a pump field (fre-
quency o1) for coherent Raman excitation of optical
phonons. A frequency-tunable Stokes field (frequency o2) is
generated through a soliton self-frequency shift of the
Cr:forsterite laser output in a properly designed photonic-
crystal fiber (PCF1 in Fig. 12). The central wavelength of the
soliton fiber output is tuned by varying the power of
femtosecond laser pulses at the input of the fiber. The
frequency-shifted soliton output of the PCF was character-
ized by means of cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical
gating (XFROG), whichwas implemented bymixing the PCF
output with reference pulses from the Cr:forsterite laser.
Typical XFROG traces of a frequency-shifted PCF output
with different input peak powers are presented in Fig. 13a. As
can be seen from these measurements, the PCF output is
tunable within the range of wavelengths from 1.35 to 1.75 mm,
with its pulse width varying within the range of 55±65 fs for
different output wavelengths.

The difference between the central frequencies of the
pump and Stokes fields, o1 ÿ o2, was scanned through the
Raman resonance of the triply degenerate zone-center
G �25�� �F2g� symmetry optical phonon with the frequency
Op=�2pc� � 1332 cmÿ1 in a synthetic diamond film. A typical
spectrum of spontaneousRaman scattering of a diamond film
is presented in inset I to Fig. 14. Phonon excitation is detected
with the use of the probe field (frequency o3), which
undergoes coherent Raman scattering off the optical pho-
nons driven by the pump and Stokes fields. The anti-Stokes
signal at the frequency oa � o1ÿ o2� o3 � Op � o3 gener-
ated as a result of this CARS process is used to study the
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excitation and decay of optical phonons. In experiments
[154], the probe pulses were produced by means of the
spectral compression [155, 156] of Cr:forsterite laser pulses
in a photonic-crystal fiber (PCF2 in Fig. 12). For efficient
spectral compression, the light pulses were negatively pre-
chirped with a prism pair, which stretched the pulses to
approximately 700 fs, before they were launched into the
PCF. Spectral compression ratios (defined as the ratio of the
bandwidth of the fiber output to the bandwidth of input laser
pulses) at the level of 3.5±4.0 provided an adequate spectral
resolution in CARS measurements and helped suppress the
nonresonant background due to off-resonant four-wave
mixing processes.

Typical spectra of the anti-Stokes signal measured by
scanning the Stokes frequency near the Raman resonance
with the optical phonon, o2 � o1 ÿ Op, are shown in Fig. 14
[154]. The Raman line of the optical phonon in a synthetic
diamond film ismuch broader (about 2.0 cmÿ1) than the same
line in natural diamond samples (1.65 cmÿ1 at a temperature
of 300 K [157]). Coherent Raman spectroscopy can thus be
employed for optical diagnostics of disorder in crystal
systems. The CARS spectra presented in Fig. 14 display
characteristic asymmetry, indicating the interference of
resonant and nonresonant parts of the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility w �3� (see Section 2).

To retrieve quantitative information on the properties of
an optical phonon through an appropriate fitting procedure,

we represent the intensity of the anti-Stokes signal as

I�oa� /
������� do1 do2 do3 w �3�E1�o1�E �2 �o2�E1�o3�

� d�oa ÿ o1 � o2 ÿ o3�
����2 ; �62�

where E1�o1; 3� is the spectrum of the pump and probe fields,
and E2�o2� is the spectrum of the Stokes field. The fitting
procedure was performed with the E1�o1; 3� and E2�o2�
spectra as measured (see Figs 13, 14) at the output of PCF2
and PCF1, respectively. The credibility of the fitting proce-
dure was verified by the agreement between the results of
calculations and experimental spectra measured off the
Raman resonance of the diamond film (CARS spectrum 6 in
Fig. 14, measured with the PCF1 output with spectrum 6 in
inset II to Fig. 14).

The nonlinear-optical susceptibility is represented (see
Section 2) as a sum of a real nonresonant part w �3�nr and
complex resonant susceptibility with a Lorentzian spectral
profile:

w �3� � w �3�nr � w �3�r

Gp

2

�
Op ÿ �o1 ÿ o2� � iGp

2

�ÿ1
; �63�

where w �3�r is the amplitude of the resonant part of the
nonlinear-optical susceptibility, and Gp is the optical phonon
linewidth.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the CARS spectrometer: Cr :F, femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser; BS, beam splitter; PCF1, PCF2, photonic-crystal fibers; F1, F2,

filters; DM, dichroic mirror, and DF, synthetic diamond film. Diagram of a PCF-based spectral compressor is shown in the inset.
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Then, setting Gp=�2pc� � 2 cmÿ1 and Op=�2pc� �
1332 cmÿ1, as dictated by spontaneous Raman spectra for
the synthetic diamond films studied, and using jw �3�r =w �3�nr j as
the only fitting parameter, we find that the best fit for the
experimental CARS spectra (see Fig. 14) is achieved with
jw �3�r =w �3�nr j � 17� 2. This value is a factor of 1.24 lower than
the resonant-to-nonresonant susceptibility ratio found by
Levenson et al. [158] for crystalline diamond with all the
electric fields polarized along the crystallographic [110]
direction. Nevertheless, this result points to a sufficiently
strong Raman nonlinearity of synthetic diamond films,
suggesting synthetic diamond as a promising material for
the efficient frequency conversion of ultrashort laser pulses
and the synthesis of few-cycle field waveforms through the
generation of phased multiple Raman sidebands as a result of
high-order SRS.

The time-domain nonlinearRaman response function of a
diamond film can be recovered by taking the Fourier trans-
form of the nonlinear susceptibility (63):

f �t� � �1ÿ fR� d�t� � fRH�t� t
2
1 � t 22
t1t 22

exp

�
ÿ t

t2

�
sin

�
t

t1

�
;

�64�

where t1 � Oÿ1p � 4:0 fs, t2 � 2=Gp � 5:3 ps, and

fR �
�
1� kw �3�nr

w �3�r

�ÿ1

is the fraction of the Raman part in the overall nonlinear
response.

For the parameters of experimentally studied synthetic
diamond films, we find fR � 2:48%. This agrees well with the
value of fR0 � 2:53%, retrieved from the CARS spectra of
crystalline diamond [158]. The smallness of fR, however, does
not necessarily imply a weakness of the Raman response. The
strength of the Raman response can be appreciated by
calculating the SRS gain which can be expressed as
gR � 4n2n0o�3c�ÿ1jw �3�r =w �3�nr j, where n0 is the refractive
index. With a typical value of the Kerr-effect-related non-
linear refractive index of synthetic diamond, n2 �
5:4� 10ÿ16 cm2 Wÿ1 at a wavelength of 800 nm, we find
gR � 2:3 cm GWÿ1, which is two orders of magnitude higher
than the SRS gain of fused silica (gR � 0:01 cm GWÿ1).

The optical nonlinearity of diamond films can be radically
enhanced through an in-phase excitation of optical phonons
with a sequence of ultrashort laser pulses. To illustrate this
possibility, we assume that the pulse widths of optical pulses
can be considered infinitely small on a typical time scale of the
problem:

I�t� / I0
XM
m�0

d�tÿmDt� : �65�

For an in-phase excitation of a phonon mode with a
frequency Op, the time interval Dt between the pulses in the
sequence is taken equal to the oscillation period of the
Raman-active mode, tv � 2p=Op. The amplitude of the
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Raman-active mode with the frequency Op can then be found
using a model of a damped harmonic oscillator with the
frequency Op and decay rate Gp. For t >MDt, this amplitude
is given by

Qp�t� / I0M

Op
z sin �Opt� jp� ; �66�

where z � �1ÿ exp �ÿMGpDt���1ÿ exp �ÿGpDt��ÿ1, andjp is
the phase shift determined by a specific physical mechanism
behind an electron±phonon coupling.

Provided that GpDt5 1, MGpDt4 1, and Dt � tv, we
have z � �2pGp�ÿ1Op. In this regime, the maximum enhance-
ment of the nonlinear response related to Raman scattering
by optical phonons is controlled by the Op=Gp ratio. For
synthetic diamond films studied in experiments [154], we find
z � 110. Thus, with a sufficiently long sequence of few-cycle
laser pulses, the optical nonlinearity related to Raman
scattering by optical phonons can be increased by more than
two orders of magnitude.

13. Optical detection of ultrafast physical
processes on the attosecond time scale

Raman scattering of ultrashort pulses through electronic
transitions of atoms and molecules is of special interest for
the investigation of ultrafast processes in atomic and
molecular systems on the attosecond time scale. Methods of
CARS spectrochronography have been successfully used for
the analysis of excitation and population relaxation kinetics
of atomic electronic states in gas and plasma media [24]. In
particular, CARS provides a powerful tool for the detection
of Raman-active transitions between hyperfine-structure
levels of rare-earth atoms [159]. In combination with the
selective Raman population of excited states in atomic
hyperfine-structure levels, CARS opens up vast opportu-
nities for optical metrology, as well as optical signal and
data processing [160]. As one of the most recent trends,
coherent X-ray Raman scattering is finding growing applica-
tions for the investigation of femto- and attosecond dynamics
of vibrational wave packets in rapidly decaying excited states
of molecular quantum systems [161].

Below in this section, we will discuss the potential of
CARS as a technique for the optical detection and time-
resolved analysis of autoionization phenomena in atomic and
molecular media. Autoionization processes play an impor-
tant role in multielectron dynamics in a broad class of
quantum systems, including such fundamentally important
and practically significant processes as the autoionization of
water molecules and Auger decay of vacancies in the inner
electronic shells of atoms [162]. The potential of coherent
Raman spectroscopy for the investigation of autoionization
dynamics on the nanosecond time scale was experimentally
demonstrated about two decades ago [24, 163]. In recent
experiments, unique direct measurements of Auger-decay
times have been performed with attosecond time resolution
for vacancies in the inner electronic shells of atoms [122, 125].
The experimental approach implemented in these experi-
ments involves measurements of the spectrum of electron
emission as a function of the delay time between an
attosecond X-ray pulse producing a vacancy in an inner
atomic shell and an ultrashort laser pulse controlling the
momentum distribution of emitted electrons. Coherent
Raman scattering offers new possibilities for the detection

and analysis of autoionization processes in the format of an
all-optical experiment.

An autoionizing (AI) state of a many-electron system,
originating from the interference of the continuum wave
function cE of energy E and an electron bound state j, can
be described within the framework of the Fano model [164,
165]:

CE � sinD
pVE

Fÿ cE cosD ; �67�

where

F � j� v:p:

�
VE 0cE 0

Eÿ E 0
dE 0 �68�

is the wave function of the bound state modified by coupling
with the continuum states, which is expressed through the
principal-value integral, D is the phase shift of the radial part
of the Fano state, VE � hjjHjcEi, and H is the Hamiltonian
of the electron system.

Autoionization gives rise to the emission of photoelec-
trons with a Fano±Beutler spectrum [164 ± 166]:

s�e� � �q� e�2
1� e 2

; �69�

where e � �Eÿ E0�=G, E0 is the energy that determines the
center of the AI feature, G � pjVEj2 is the full width of the AI
resonance, and

q �


FjT jji

�
pV �E



cEjT jji

� �70�

is the Fano parameter [164], with T being the dipole-moment
operator.

To examine the linear-optical response of an AI state in
the time domain, we employ the standard expression for a
Fano resonance in terms of the complex scattering ampli-
tude:

f �e� � q� e
1ÿ ie

: �71�

Fourier transform of the complex scattering amplitude
given by formula (71) yields

f �t� � G
�h
�qÿ i�Y�t� exp

�
ÿi E0

�h
t

�
exp

�
ÿG

�h
t

�
� id�t� ;
�72�

where Y�t� is the Heaviside step function.
The linear-optical response function defined by formula

(72) reflects the interference nature of AI states, originating
from overlapping discrete and continuous states. This
function includes a damped-oscillator part, representing
bound±bound transitions, and a delta-function component
[cf. Eqn (3) for the purely nonresonant electronic part of
nonlinear-optical response], corresponding to transitions into
the continuum.

The time-domain nonlinear-optical response of AI states
can be calculated using perturbation theory [167, 168] or
through the Fourier transform of the nonlinear-optical
susceptibility of the form (9) with the sum over the inter-
mediate states replaced by integration over the continuum
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states. Analysis of the nonlinear-optical response of many-
electron systems shows that the methods of coherent Raman
scattering allow a separation of the interfering relaxation
pathways for AI states of many-electron systems due to
transitions into bound and free electronic states, as well as
measuring the relevant time constants for such pathways with
attosecond time resolution [161]. To illustrate this possibility,
we consider a pair of interfering AI states excited through a
Raman type process (Fig. 15) by an X-ray or ultraviolet
attosecond pump pulse (frequencyo1) and an ultrashort laser
Stokes pulse (frequency o2). An AI state k in Fig. 15
originates from the interference of a modified quantum state
F, belonging to the discrete spectrum, and a continuum state
cE. Raman transitions coupling the state F and the con-
tinuum state cE to the bound state g with a wave function jg

give rise to interfering pathways pw1 and pw2. A probe pulse
in the considered scheme of CARS spectrochronography is
used to study the decay of a packet of AI states prepared by
the pump and Stokes pulses.

Figures 16a±c present the intensity of the CARS signal
generated at the frequency o4 � o1 ÿ o2 � o3 through the
scattering of a delayed X-ray or ultraviolet attosecond probe
pulse (frequency o3) off the AI packet consisting of two AI
states with decay times tr1 and tr2 and frequency detunings
Dk � ok ÿ og ÿ �o1 ÿ o2�, where k � 1; 2. The intensity of
the CARS signal is controlled here by four Fano parameters.
Two of these parameters, q 01 and q 02, quantify the pump- and
Stokes-field-induced coupling of the first and second AI
states, respectively, to the g state. The other two Fano
parameters, q 001 and q 002 , characterize the coupling of the first
and second AI states to the g state through the interaction
with the probe and anti-Stokes fields (see Fig. 15). Measuring

the intensity of the frequency-resolved CARS signal as a
function of the delay time t between the probe pulse and the
pump and Stokes pulses (attosecond CARS spectrochrono-
graphy), one can separate the decay pathways of a many-
electron system related to the interfering AI states, as well as
find the decay times and parameters of coupling between the
discrete and continuum states for each of the AI levels. Thus,
CARS spectrochronography enables detection and analysis
of autoionization phenomena in a fully optical format [161,
169], i.e., using only optical means for the excitation and
probing of a quantum system, as well as for the detection of its
response. For a broad class of physical systems and
attosecond phenomena, a fully optical scheme of studies is
not only convenient from the practical standpoint, but is also
the only possible approach [170]. This is the case, in
particular, in studies dealing with ultrafast electronic pro-
cesses in the bulk of fluids and solids, where the methods
based on the detection of charged particles become inapplic-
able.
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14. Conclusion

Advances in laser technologies are opening new avenues in
optical physics, giving access to physical phenomena on the
femto- and attosecond time scales. Many of the experimental
strategies of this rapidly developing field of research are based
on Raman light scattering. In the regime of ultrashort pulses,
Raman scattering gives rise to new effects, enabling a highly
efficient frequency conversion of ultrashort light pulses and
the synthesis of extremely short field waveforms within broad
ranges of frequencies, field intensities, and pulse widths.
Methods based on the Raman scattering of ultrashort laser
pulses offer unique possibilities for the investigation of
ultrafast processes on the femto- and attosecond time scales
in a fully optical format, giving powerful momentum to the
development of new approaches enabling a highly sensitive
and highly selective microspectroscopy of physical, chemical,
and biological systems.
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